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The Feeding of Countess Carrie Mercedes
Don't Be Satisfied With 
The “Just As Good" Kind

And Some General Netee on Feeding, by Mr. Samuel Lemon, 
Lynden, Ont
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Remember, that all the time you save in operating "A Sii 'ex" 
goes to help accomplishing something else,—increasing , produc
tion,—and in these days of shortage of farm products that means 
money for you.

Not only does the "Simplex” do the work in less time than 
other machines, but it uses less of your energy, skims deener and 
is easier to clean and keep dean,—this latter point makes it a fav
orite with the women folks.

We know that nothing but the best can stand the test. The 
Simplex has stood the test. Drop us a card and we’ll send you 
our catalogues.
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Let

DOMINION CLEANSER
help you keep everything spick and span. Setid a trial order.

D. Derbyshire Co., Ltd. She is One of the Pew With 20,000 Pounds to Her Credit.
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She was in better condition w 
she finished than she was when 
started. She was milked three times 
a day for the full year. If we are 
milking three tildes a day we feed 
the calves three times, starting them 
with 14 or 16 pounds a day, and when 
they are one month old they get about 
18 pounds a day. At eight weeks we 
start to give skim milk, and in two 
weeks more they are getting all skim 
milk, being fed only twice a day. We 
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Early Service For Female Oa.vti 
"The results we ha* secured to ■ 

date have been very gratifying. Exact ’ 
records show that when service wu 
given early in heat, there resulted 243 
heifer -calves, as sgaipst 160 hull j 
calves. On the other hand, when ser-1 
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"From this work it seems dear that 
there is g very striking different is 
the result according to whether ser
vice is early or late in heat The 
difference is already beyond the 
bounds of probability of accidental oc
currence. It Is proposed, however, 
to continue the cooperative breeding 
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possibly more, years until a «u*- 
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accumulated ro make the conrlusioa 
beyond doubt. ”
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